Beyond "natural-disasters-are-not-natural": the work of state and nature after the 2010 earthquake in Chile
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Abstract
Since the 1970s, human ecologists, geographers, Marxian political economists and others have insisted that there is no such thing as a 'natural' disaster. This assertion opened a space not only for exploring socioeconomic conditions that render marginalized populations vulnerable to natural hazards, but also for the formation of a field, the political ecology of hazards. A few political ecologists further interrogated the idea of a natural disaster, asking how different notions of 'the natural' circulate in post-disaster politics and with what effects. This article extends the latter approach by documenting how interconnected categories of 'nature' and 'state' were mutually constituted by narratives of politicians and elites after Chile's 2010 earthquake and tsunami. Drawing on media reports, we identify three distinct pairings of state/nature: (1) nature as manageable and the state as manager; (2) nature as out of control and the state as a police state; and (3) nature as financial opportunity and the state as prudent. Influenced by socioeconomic and historical factors, these state/nature pairings contradicted and reinforced one another in the disaster's aftermath and were deployed to reinforce top-down—rather than democratic—strategies of post-disaster reconstruction. This case offers an unusual approach to disaster politics by tracing how entwined and power-laden categories of state and nature condition the governance of disaster reconstruction processes.
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Résumé
Depuis les années 1970, des écologistes humains, des géographes, des économistes marxistes et d'autres ont insisté sur le fait qu'il n'y a pas une telle chose comme une catastrophe «naturelle». Cette affirmation a ouvert un espace non seulement pour explorer les conditions socio-économiques qui rendent les populations marginalisées vulnérables aux risques naturels, mais aussi pour la formation d'un champ, l'écologie politique des risques. Quelques écologistes politiques ont encore interrogé l'idée d'une catastrophe naturelle, et demandant comment les différentes notions de «nature» circulent dans la politique post-catastrophe et avec quels effets. Cet article étend cette dernière approche en montrant comment les catégories reliées entre elles de «nature» et «état» ont été mutuellement constitués par les récits des politiciens et des élites après le séisme
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et le tsunami de 2010 au Chili. En utilisant les rapports des médias, nous identifions trois paires distinctes de l'Etat/nature: (1) la nature comme gérable et l'état en tant que gestionnaire; (2) la nature comme hors de contrôle et l'Etat comme un Etat policier; et (3) la nature comme une opportunité financière et l'Etat comme prudentiel. Influencé par des facteurs socio-économiques et historiques, ces appariements Etat/nature contredits et se renforçaient mutuellement dans la suite de la catastrophe. Ils ont été déployés pour renforcer les stratégies top-down (plutôt que démocratique) de reconstruction post-catastrophe. Ce cas offre une approche inhabituelle à la politique en cas de catastrophe, en traçant comment les catégories d'Etat et de la nature sont enlacés et chargés avec le pouvoir, et conditionnent la gouvernance des processus de reconstruction en cas de catastrophe.
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Resumen
Desde la década del 1970, los ecologistas humanos, los geógrafos, los economistas políticos marxistas y otros han insistido que los desastres "naturales" no existen como tal. Ésta afirmación ha abierto un espacio no sólo para explorar las condiciones socioeconómicas de poblaciones que son vulnerables a los riesgos naturales, sino también para la conformación de una línea de investigación, la ecología política de los riesgos. Algunos ecologistas políticos han ido más allá del cuestionamiento sobre la idea de "desastre natural" preguntándose cómo diferentes nociones de lo "natural" ha circulado en las políticas post- desastres y cuales han sido sus efectos. Este artículo se extiende desde este último enfoque, documentando como las categorías interconectadas de "natural" y "estado" se constituyen de manera conjunta entre las narrativas de los políticos y de las elites después del terremoto y tsunami ocurridos en Chile en el 2010. Sobre la base de lo publicado por los medios de comunicación, se identifican tres parejas distintas en que se relaciona estado y naturaleza: (1) la naturaleza como manejable y al estado como gerente o administrador, (2) la naturaleza fuera de control y el estado como un estado policial, y (3) la naturaleza como una oportunidad financiera y el estado como prudente. Influenciado por factores socioeconómicos e históricos, estos emparejamientos estado / naturaleza contradicen y se refuerzan mutuamente una y otra vez en las secuelas de la catástrofe y fueron desplegadas para reforzar estrategias top down, en lugar de estrategias democráticas de reconstrucción post-desastre. Este caso ofrece un enfoque inusual a las políticas de desastres mediante el trazado interconectado de cómo el poder del estado y la naturaleza condicionan la gobernabilidad de los procesos de reconstrucción de desastres.
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Abstract
从70年代开始,人类生态学家,地理学家,马克思主义政治经济学家和其他的学者强调“自然”灾害并不存在。这个理论拓展了很大的研究空间,不仅启发了探讨关于什么样的社会经济条件会使边缘化的社会群体对自然威胁的更敏感脆弱,而且,这个断言也为建立一个关于政治生态灾难研究的领域打开了局面。特别是有一些政治生态学家,他们进一步探讨“自然灾害”的理念,以及关于自然灾害的不同定义是如何传播与影响灾难后的政治活动。本文采用并延伸了这个研究方法来阐述2010年智利大地震和海啸后政客和社会精英对自然灾害的言论是如何起到构成“自然”和“国家”这两个相互连结的意识范畴。通过分析媒体的报道，我们发现了三个不同的“自然/国家”言论范畴组合。第一，自然是可以管理的，国家是起到一个管理人的作用。第二，自然是不受控制，国家是起到一个维持治安的作用。第三，自然是一个经济机遇，国家是必须谨慎地经营它。这些言论的形成受到社会经济和历史条件的影响。我们发现，这些不同的观点互相抵制但同时也加强了这些言论共同的意识形态基础，特别是它们被用来加强政府实行自上而下，非民主性的“难后”重建策略。所以这个案例为我们提供了一个不同寻常的角度来研究灾难政治学，追求被纠缠一起且有很大社会力度的“自然/国家”两个意识范畴是如何为政府的难后重建治理提供了必要的舆论条件。

1. Introduction
For decades political ecologists have been arguing that there is no such thing as a natural disaster. Instead they claim that the idea of a 'natural' disaster conceals the social and political processes that make some people and populations more or less vulnerable to natural hazards such as earthquakes, hurricanes, etc.
Although this intervention has opened important spaces for re-conceptualizing disaster and for reducing disaster risk, the critique of the 'natural' can be further extended in useful ways. Rather than rejecting the naturalness of disasters as false, a few political ecologists have explored how particular understandings of the 'natural' influence post-disaster responses and policies designed to reduce social vulnerability; (Collins 2009; Goemans and Ballamingie 2013; Mustafa 2005; Oliver-Smith 2002). This paper extends the latter anti-essentialist political ecology approach to explore an understudied aspect of disaster politics in the aftermath of an earthquake and tsunami that struck Chile on 27 February 2010 (hereafter 27F consistent with Chilean usage).

The earthquake and tsunami resulted in the deaths of at least 521 people, affected 75% of the Chilean population, damaged or destroyed approximately 650,000 houses, and caused massive damage to infrastructure throughout central and southern Chile (Gobierno de Chile 2010: 5). In the days and weeks that followed 27F, politicians sought to mobilize people and resources by formulating narratives to connect the meaning of the event with the capacity of the Chilean state. We study this meaning-making work by examining narratives in print media, focusing specifically on the shifting meanings of 'nature' and 'state.' Rather than evaluating if politicians understood the extent of the natural disaster or the limits of state capacity, we trace how politicians radically and repeatedly reformulated these two powerful and multivalent categories—nature and state—to justify different political projects. Ultimately, our analysis reveals a contested process, strongly influenced by historical conditions and entrenched habits of thought, through which the effects of the earthquake and tsunami were produced as a problem needing a neoliberal solution.

This article begins by situating our analysis in relation to the political ecology of hazards (Blaikie et al. 1994), paying particular attention to how scholars in this field have engaged with the 'naturalness' of 'natural disaster.' We argue that a focus on the power-laden connections between the categories of nature and state reveals a useful vantage for analyzing the politics of disaster. After describing the geographical and historical context of 27F, we examine three nature-state pairings that emerged in the aftermath of 27F and justified particular forms of government action. Each of these has a specific genealogy in Chile but also correspond to broader, global discourses of state and nature. 'Nature' is first imagined as dangerous but nevertheless able to be managed by a 'state', which has the necessary capacity and expertise to manage nature's threat. This vision of the Chilean state we call the Managerial State; it corresponds to the 20th-century progressive welfare state. The Managerial State and manageable nature rapidly come undone and are largely replaced by a vision of nature, including human nature, as dangerously out of control and requiring direct, violent action—a police state—for the benefit of the population. This arrangement we describe by its legal name, the State of Catastrophe. The third arrangement, corresponding to the international neoliberal project, conceives of nature as a site of investment and individual competition administered by a prudential and business-minded state, which we refer to as the State of Reconstruction. We conclude by considering how attention to what counts as state and nature can contribute to better understanding the politics of disaster in Chile and to a political ecology of hazards more broadly.

2. The changing role of 'nature' in the political ecology of hazards

Debates about the meaning and power of nature have played a crucial role in the emergence of a political ecology of hazards. During most of the 20th century, the disaster literature understood disasters as the effects of extreme natural events which could be most effectively mitigated by modernist scientific approaches such as engineering and centralized planning (e.g. Burton, Kates, and White 1978). Critical scholars from a range of disciplines, including human ecology, human geography, and Marxian political economy, have rigorously challenged this approach, which they referred to as the hazards paradigm (Blaikie et al. 1994; Gaillard et al. 2014; Hewitt 1983; O'Keefe et al. 1976; Oliver-Smith, 1999; Steinberg 2006). At the heart of their challenge was a new analysis of nature, embodied in the often-repeated assertion, 'Natural disasters are not natural' (see Figure 1). The critical disaster scholars were not denying the existence of natural hazards such as earthquakes and hurricanes, but they argued that it was the social, political and economic relations that made people vulnerable to such events. Over the years there has been debate about how to
Theorize these relations—from Marxian dialectics to social construction to realist policy approaches and more—but there has been a long-term consensus that the idea of the 'natural' in the disaster literature concealed the root causes of disaster risk and by extension the tactics necessary for reducing that risk. Ultimately, the critique of the 'nature' of the hazard paradigm generated a new approach to analyzing and managing disasters which focuses on the political, social, and economic factors that generate social vulnerability (Blaikie et al. 1994; Collins 2008, 2009; Comfort et al. 1999; Hewitt 1983; O'Keefe et al. 1976; Wisner, Gaillard, and Kelman 2012). Influenced by the latter scholarship, Naomi Klein's work on how states and multinational companies hijack disaster to impose neoliberal policies also pivots on a critique of the idea of the 'natural' disaster (Klein 2007; Gunewardena and Schuller 2008). In an interview about the 2010 earthquake in Haiti for example, Klein summarizes her argument saying that "...we have to be absolutely clear that this tragedy, which is part natural, part unnatural, must, under no circumstances, be used to, one, further indebt Haiti, and, two, to push through unpopular corporatist policies in the interests of our (United States) corporations" (Klein 2010, emphasis added). Ultimately, the critique of natural disasters as un-natural has changed the way scholars think about and manage disasters and has helped to consolidate the political ecology of hazards.

Figure 1: Cartoon version of the idea that natural disasters are not merely natural. Art by Rob Pudim, 2014.

---

2 As Wisner et al. (2004: 19) explain, "...the origins of the vulnerability approach ... can be located in the 1970s when authors began to question the 'naturalness' of natural disaster." Although scholars have supplemented 'social vulnerability' with other organizing concepts such as 'capacities' and 'resilience' (Lizarralde et al. 2015), they have consistently emphasized that the concept of nature conceals more than it reveals (see Collins 2008 for a review of social vulnerability literature).
During the mid-1990s, the broader field of political ecology was influenced by post-structural approaches exploring how power operates not only through struggles between actors and institutions but also through shifting meanings and subjects that create conditions for new kinds of politics and actions (Wisner et al. 2004; see review in Rocheleau 2008). 'Nature' became a key site for political ecologists who sought to understand the relations between meaning-making practices and power (see review in Mustafa 2005). Anthropologist Anthony Oliver-Smith drew on this scholarship to push the critique of 'natural' disasters discussed above. He recognized that the critique of nature permits disaster scholars to "link cultural and social structures and the environment in causal chains" that expose patterns of social vulnerability, but, he argued that the critique "leave[s] implicit a fundamental feature of that causation, namely the [ideological] relationship between society and nature…” (2002:30). Much is at stake in this critique because the western notion of nature, in which nature exists to serve the needs of humans, normalizes exploitative and environmentally destructive activities, which, in turn, contribute to the vulnerability of human populations to disaster (Merchant 1994; Plumwood 1993). In this context, a few critical hazards scholars have asked how people's shifting understandings of nature contribute to producing hazardous spaces, specifically floods and wildfires. They deliberately avoid the term 'natural hazard' because it "connotes some external nature as the key causative element" of social vulnerability (Collins 2009; Goemans and Ballamingie 2013; Mustafa 2005: 569). As Mustafa (2005) points out, refusing to take 'nature' or 'natural hazards' for granted complements the critique of natural disasters as un-natural because it opens greater possibilities for analyzing the multi-dimensional processes that generate social vulnerability.

In this article, we build on an emerging body of work in the political ecology of hazards literature which asks how what counts as nature informs and organizes disaster politics. This article contributes to this approach by examining how linked visions of nature and state are (re)formulated in post-disaster contexts and how such visions serve to justify particular government responses. Disasters take shape in relation to a wide array of discursive and material processes. However, we choose to focus specifically on the connections between state and nature because there is a near hegemonic assumption that states must take responsibility for citizens when 'natural' disaster strikes (Bryan 2015; Dauber 2012; Pantti, Wahl-Jorgensen and Cottle 2012: 139; See also Klein 2007). No wonder then that the post-disaster moment is saturated with claims and counterclaims about the meanings and relations of nature and state. As our analysis of the Chilean case suggests, these discursive and material contests over meaning are an important and understudied aspect of disaster politics. Our focus on meaning-making also responds to renewed calls to examine the role of culture in disaster studies (Cannon et al. 2014; Kreuger et al. 2015, Mercer et al. 2012) including the constructedness of foundational concepts, expertise and 'cultural conventions' that strongly influence the politics of disaster (Bankoff 2015: 12; see also Perry and Quarentelli 2005).

3. Frames of state and nature, practices of government

We cannot perceive natural disasters as they are; instead we apprehend their complex reality through stories, metaphors, discourses and other interpretative devices. Such meaning-making processes are political in part because they influence the possibilities for individual and collective action in post-disaster contexts (Cottle 2013; Klein 2007; Remes 2016; Sawislak 1995; Tierney, Bevc and Kuligowski 2006). Furthermore, as in the case of 27F, most people do not see or experience natural disaster first hand. Instead, they make sense of disaster through mediated processes including newspaper reports, television, social media, etc. (on disasters as media events see Campbell 2010; Pantti, Wahl-Jorgensen, and Cottle 2012; and in the Chilean context). This was not an entirely new critique because Blaikie et al. (1994) had already described the importance of considering the root causes of disaster in the form of ideology, heritage and tradition. What was new in Oliver-Smith's intervention was the assertion that a dualistic western idea of nature could structure critical scholarship on disaster as well as disaster risk reduction.

4 Our focus on the categories of state and nature does not deny the existence of actual government bureaucracies, much less physical environments. In fact, 'state' and 'nature' are powerful tools of government; for examples of the power of imagined states and natures, see (Asher and Ojeda 2012; Hansen and Stepputat 2001; Whitehead, Jones and Jones 2007).
context, Jimenez-Martinez 2014). Thus, "media today perform a leading role in the public constitution of disasters, conditioning how they become known, defined, and responded to and politically aligned" (Pantti, Wahl-Jorgensen and Cottle 2012: 5). In other words, the media frames disasters such as 27F in consequential ways. By 'frame' we refer roughly to "interpretive schemas, groups of ideas, or generative metaphors that generate broad attitudes and orientations . . ." (Wesselink and Warner 2010: 1). This article examines how the categories of state and nature, and their complex relations with each other, form an interpretive frame through which the Chilean press communicated the meaning of 27F. The two categories are able to take on diverse meanings on their own as well as varied relations with each other (Hansen and Steputat 2001; Williams 1976), and it is this flexibility which makes 'state' and 'nature' so useful for explaining 27F and for authorizing the practices of government. By attending to changing meanings of state and nature, this article reveals the strategies and investments of government and ultimately an approach for understanding the work of power in post-disaster contexts. While we are not aware of other studies which examine how state and nature are employed to authorize post-disaster government practices specifically, political ecologists have written a great deal about how truths about state and/or nature authorize governing practices (Bridge 2014; Goldman 2005; Hansen and Steppedat 2001).

Our analysis is based on texts and images that we collected in two stages. First, we conducted a systematic search of influential national media and some international media, both by reading newspapers from the time of the disaster and conducting internet searches for television, audio, and written sources. In this first stage of textual analysis (Rose 2007), we identified key moments in which news coverage shifted from one vision of state and nature to another. In the second stage of our analysis, we examined all articles written about 27F in two national newspapers published in Santiago—El Mercurio (conservative) and La Tercera (center-right)—from 27 February to 31 March 2010—and two other influential newspapers—La Nación (center-left, state-owned) and La Segunda (conservative)—for 27 and 28 February. To broaden our reach, we also drew on other mainstream Chilean media, including TVN (national television), Radio Cooperativa, Diario El Sur (a branch of El Mercurio in Concepción), and Diario Financiero. We also occasionally reference the international press, primarily for public statements by Chilean politicians and reportage on material conditions. In the spirit of genealogy, we look to understand the conditions in which different categories emerge or fall apart, and with what effects, not to describe fully their intricate histories. For this reason, we focused disproportionate attention on the news coverage immediately after 27F so we could describe the tumultuous and rapid transition between the first and second state-nature pairings. All translations from Spanish sources were made by the authors.

In contrast to Alison Mountz's (2010) analysis of the everyday state that shows politicians and their employees spending much of their time studying and contesting media representations of an immigration crisis (in which the imagined state was often at stake), Chilean journalists seemed to be mostly picking up the framings of politicians after 27F. There are multiple reasons why this occurred. First, two companies with close connections to the state own nearly all of the print media, second, the president of Chile during the aftermath of 27F was the richest man in the country and had strong media connections; and third, violence directed at journalists during the Pinochet dictatorship, combined with the privatization of the press, led to the near elimination of watchdog style journalism in the main newspapers. Illustrative of these tendencies, a quantitative analysis of the Chilean press in the year of the earthquake found that journalists introduced alternative perspectives or questioned those in authority in less than 5% of news stories (Mellado and Lagos 2014). Thus, it becomes easier to understand why there would be a relatively close relation between media reports of 27F and government policy.

We recognize that "political ecology has traditionally relied on deeply empirical and field-based research methodologies, emphasizing grassroots knowledge . . . that is typically only accessible through

---

5 Copesa (which publishes La Tercera) and El Mercurio (El Mercurio and La Segunda) have been subsidized by the state to the detriment of independent media (González 2008; Reporters Without Borders 2012). The fourth paper that we examined, La Nación is actually owned by the state. There is no left-wing paper in the capital, although there are on-line newspapers such as El Mostrador and Clarin and leftist magazines such as Punto Final, El Periodista, and The Clinic.
intensive, qualitative and often semi-ethnographic research—the type of research that does not appear in the official documents” or in the newspaper (Andrews and McCarthy 2013: 9). And yet, we agree with these authors that "the heart of political ecology is not a particular set of methods . . . [and that] a mix of approaches may serve to advance the field’s overall analytical project. Thus, depending on the specific cases and research questions, different methods and evidence may be appropriate” (Andrews and McCarthy 2013: 9). In this case, our close analysis of meaning-making processes in print media contributes to the political ecology of hazards specifically as well as political ecology’s long standing focus on the relationship between governance and the production of socionatures (see Mustafa 2005). Furthermore, our approach contributes to a wider critical scholarship on 27F that includes many elements for a political ecology analysis bracketed in this study. This scholarship explores the multi-dimensional and multi-scalar conditions of social vulnerability of populations (Engel 2016; Hoberman 2012); the role of neoliberal policies in privatizing relief and facilitating dispossession (Letelier Troncoso and Boyco Chioino 2011; Pulgar Pinaud 2013; Sandoval and Gonzalez-Muzzio 2015); the politics of state, corporate, and NGO-relations during disaster response and reconstruction (Boano and Garcia 2011; Concha Saldías and Rasse Figueroa 2014; Farias 2014; Tironi 2014); the spontaneous reconfiguration of social and political life (Crispiani and Errázuriz 2013); and the ways that suffering and inequities of reconstruction awakened powerful urban social movements (Letelier Troncoso and Boyco Chioino 2013; Pulgar Pinaud 2014). This work forms a critical context for the present study by illuminating the often violent sociopolitical and institutional processes that made 27F and its aftermath so dangerous. By exploring how taken for granted categories of ‘state’ and ‘nature’ are (re)imagined after 27F, this article deepens our understanding of how such sociopolitical and institutional processes were made both thinkable and implementable.

4. Historical and institutional contexts of 27F

Discourses of state and nature are linked in the context of disaster in Chile and beyond. The connections between these two categories are rooted in centuries-old histories of modernity. One of the earliest versions of the modern state, Hobbes’ *Leviathan*, was defined in opposition to [the state of] nature (Hobbes, 1994 [1668]). Later, the western ideas of nature and the state spread in tandem as the growth of natural science and colonial power transformed meanings and material relations in Europe and the colonies (Scott 1998; Pratt 1992). Nationalisms only intensified the connections. For example, in 1812 when Simon Bolivar’s army was struck by an earthquake in Venezuela, he climbed atop the ruins of a building in the middle of Caracas and famously stated "if nature opposes us, we will struggle against her and force her to obey" (McCook 2009: 50). Given that state and nature have reinforced each other for so long, it should be no surprise that they help to structure the response of elites and politicians to 27F.

On February 27, 2010, a powerful earthquake, measuring 8.8 on the moment magnitude scale, struck central and south Chile between the cities of Santiago and Concepción. Within a few hours, a tsunami struck the coast of the regions of Maule and Bio-Bio and the island Robinson Crusoe (El Mercurio 2010a). Together the earthquake and tsunami killed 521 people, damaged or destroyed approximately 650,000 homes and caused massive infrastructure damage throughout central and southern parts of the country (Gobierno de Chile 2010; La Tercera, 2011a). As a seismologically active country with a long history of strong earthquakes including eleven major quakes between 1910 and 2010 (Buchenau and Johnson 2009: 15), Chile has a number of government agencies charged with disaster preparedness, mitigation, and response, and strict building codes designed to minimize the effects of earthquakes have been in place since 1972 (Martland 2009; Rojas, Lew, and Naeim, 2010). The official national disaster agency is the National Emergency Office (Oficina Nacional de Emergencias or ONEMI); the Hydrological and Oceanographic Service of the Army (Servicio Hidrografico y Oceanográfico de la Armada or SHOA) also acts as an integral part of the state disaster apparatus by providing information and data to ONEMI. However, when the earthquake struck in 2010 it became apparent that these agencies were not ready to manage the disaster. The National Civil Defense Plan (Plan Nacional de Protección Civil)—intended “to improve the prevention and response capacities against destructive events” (El Mercurio, 2011)—lacked protocols for action after an emergency (Hoberman 2012; Radio Cooperativa 2010).
As others have pointed out, 27F occurred at a particularly dynamic political moment and also catalyzed political change (Pulgar Pinaud 2014). President Michelle Bachelet, a socialist elected in 2006 as part of the center-left coalition Concertación, would finish her first mandate eleven days after the quake. Replacing her was Sebastián Piñera, a right-wing billionaire who was the first conservative president to be elected in Chile since the dictatorship ended in 1990. He had initially made his vast fortune—with US$ 2.5bn, he is the third-richest person in Chile (Forbes 2016)—by introducing credit cards to the Chilean market. At the time Piñera was elected, the influence of leftist social movements was at low ebb after years of violent neoliberalization under Augusto Pinochet's dictatorship (1973-1990) and four elected center-left governments that had been unable to substantially dismantle Chile's exclusionary neoliberal model (1990-2010). 27F revealed these inequitable conditions, and the "seemingly sleepy" movements re-awakened and mobilized Chileans across the country at a level that had not been seen since the popular resistance to the dictatorship in the 1980s (Pulgar Pinaud 2014: 3). Thus, the earthquake would mark both a significant tectonic and a political shift for Chile (Pulgar Pinaud 2014).

The possibilities for constituting state and nature in the days and weeks after 27F were conditioned by historical, social and political economic realities, and most generally, by modernity as a social formation. The laws, policies, and economic arrangements elaborated during the Pinochet years would play a particularly important role as would the conservative programs of Chile's newly elected right-wing president. Yet the state-nature pairings and the policies which they would help to produce were never fully determined in advance. Instead, as the following sections demonstrate, complex and contingent political and material processes also influenced the formation (and decomposition) of the state-nature pairings and associated government practices.

5. The work of 'state' and 'nature' in post-earthquake politics

Day 1: Managerial State / Manageable Nature

Bachelet's first public response to 27F suggested that the natural disaster was tragic and serious but simultaneously limited and manageable. A few hours after the earthquake she was quoted as saying, "We are facing a massive catastrophe which has caused damages that will require an enormous effort by both the public and private sectors, one of the largest [efforts] in the history of the country." She continued, "Once again our ability to deal with adversity and get back on our feet [are tested]. And we are examining every way to restore all the basic services in the country" (Bachelet 2010). These statements and other similar remarks by officials rely for their persuasiveness on a formulation already familiar to Chileans, the state as possessing the human, economic, and technical resources to overcome great challenges, including national/natural disasters. For decades government officials have used Chile's consistent economic growth to reinforce a vision of the state as having economic stability and strong institutionalism (as noted by Relea 1998). In this context, for the Bachelet administration, years of prosperity and democratic institution-building could be imagined as a savings account from which the nation could withdraw a relatively easy recovery: "Chile has the capacity, but I think it's going to take a long time and it will mean a whole lot of money" (Michelle Bachelet quoted in New York Times 2010). This vision of state responsibility and capacity would justify the deployment of vast resources for the benefit of the population in the context of post-disaster reconstruction.

If statements circulated by the Bachelet administration initially constituted the state as modern, technocratic, and managerial, these statements also constructed nature as a relatively minor force that could be managed. This state/nature pairing is consistent with and nourished by logics that have for decades structured Chile's powerful extractive industries including the country's four top exports: copper, fruit, fish products, and paper and pulp (CIA 2012). Mines, farms, fisheries, and commercial forests are not, of course, imagined as sites of undisturbed nature. Rather, they are spaces of managed nature that government, citizens, and capital shape and control for their own purposes (Scott 1998). The Chilean nation and state have long been imagined in relation to these processes of intensive extraction of natural resources which are the foundation of the national economy. This historically rooted vision of the Managerial State and its capacity to manage nature was literally built into the urban environment through building codes and protective infrastructure.
The dualistic pairing of Managerial State and Manageable Nature was reinforced in other media representations. Figure 2 shows an image that was widely distributed beginning on the evening of the disaster. While the photograph undeniably captures an important moment, an image of a president is always symbolic of the state and especially so in the context of national disaster. Emblematic of the Managerial State, the depiction of the president gazing down on the country from a government helicopter evokes the kind of knowledge-making and control to which modernist planners and bureaucrats aspire (Scott 1998). The relative strength of the state compared to the natural disaster is also reflected by the juxtaposition of the clearly defined president on the left of the photograph and the washed out (natural) landscape below and to the right. Bachelet’s facial expression reveals what might be imagined as the appropriate affect of the managerial state: calm concern. Whatever actual effects this image may have had on individual viewers—who each would have interpreted it from their own unique points of view—the structure and content of the image is consistent with the vision of state and nature that circulated immediately after 27F.

![Figure 2. President Bachelet surveys the damage from a helicopter after the 2010 earthquake. Credit: Presidencia 2010.](image)

Visions of Managerial State and Manageable Nature influenced post-disaster politics by authorizing the actions of Chilean government officials including the mobilization and celebration of expert knowledge and control of nature (see Boano and Garcia 2011 for critique), the refusal of extraordinary foreign assistance, and the insistence that ordinary governance institutions remained adequate. In short, the Managerial State was imagined to be capable of successfully managing nature.

Officials consulted national institutions that could scientifically know nature in order to manage it. For example, Foreign Minister Mariano Fernández said the decision to accept or reject international aid would

---

Our discussion is also consistent with Cottle’s (2013: 24) argument that “…culturally resonant media images [to] provide an affective charge to environmental discourses and politics of risk…” and presumably of security as well. The image contrasts with the photos of George W. Bush looking out the window of Air Force One at damage caused by Hurricane Katrina, photos which many perceived as demonstrating his detached and uncaring attitude.
have to wait for the "diagnosis of ONEMI" (El Mercurio 2010c)—presenting the government workers at ONEMI as physicians of nature and society. President Bachelet met with her ministers on the morning of 27F and with the army that afternoon. Crucially, Bachelet consulted here with the army not in its role as an armed force, but as the holder of scientific knowledge; she met with representatives of the army's special unit charged with detecting and alerting the nation in the event of tsunamis. The strength of this state-nature pairing, in which strong natural disaster would be managed by stronger state, was further reinforced by the reports of experts, engineers, and political scientists who claimed that the fact that many Chileans survived was a testament to the strength of the state, and in particular the state's enactment and enforcement of stringent building codes (Washington Post 2010a).

In an international context, the strength of Chile's regulatory, Managerial State was contrasted to the 'failed' state of Haiti, which had suffered substantially worse damage from a weaker earthquake only a few weeks earlier (Bell 2014; Katz 2013). In contrast to a dependent Haiti, Chilean officials refused international aid. The practice of refusal was repeated by multiple officials including the president, and it occurred in both national and international contexts. For example, Bachelet said on the afternoon of the quake that Chile at that point was not asking for help (El Mercurio 2010d). Heraldo Muñoz, Chile's ambassador to the United Nations, agreed, saying that "Chile was able to stand by itself." Mariano Fernández concurred: "There is no need for international aid for the moment." Chile's imagined strength was imagined to stand in contrast to the perceived weakness of its hemispheric neighbors. Fernández was quoted as saying, "We appreciate the offers but do not want to hamper the aid that many other countries, such as Haiti, may need more" (La Tercera 2010a). Refusal, however, was not only a discursive practice that reinforced the particular vision of state and nature. It also materially halted the movement of goods and services that, as it turned out, would eventually be delivered to the country (on disaster diplomacy in broader context of disaster politics, see Pelling and Dill 2010).

Instead of accepting foreign assistance, the government officials sought to activate normal, national civilian institutions for the reconstruction of the country. On the day of the disaster, the president gave a nationally broadcast address in which she sought to reassure the people and reinforce instructions that must have been given to national agencies: "The institutions are working, the system is functioning. People should remain calm. We're doing everything we can with all the forces we have" (Bachelet 2010). In (publicly) turning to national scientific expertise, refusing international aid, and relying on civilian institutions, the Bachelet Administration both acted and further constituted the vision of Managerial State and Manageable Nature.

The discourse of the Managerial State soon collapsed like the buildings that earthquake codes failed to protect. The collapse came for a variety of reasons. Firstly, the expert civil servants failed to predict the tsunami. The Hydrographic Service of the Army and the National Emergency Office did not issue a tsunami alert to harbor masters or the public even as successive waves covered parts of Chile's shoreline for two hours. Added to this failure of technical and professional expertise was a failure of the government institutions, as national agencies were unable to coordinate their activities (see Fariñas 2014 for a detailed account of these failures). Here it is important to note that we are not arguing that the material force of the tsunami simply caused the collapse of the Managerial State / Manageable Nature discourse. After all, the capacity of [Managerial] states to literally control the material world is always a fiction, constantly in need of discursive management (Whitehead, Jones and Jones 2007). However, the failures of technology, communication, and expert knowledge—assuredly entangled with the power of the earthquake and the tsunami—meant that this discourse lost its purchase. The situation would have to be reframed, and this occurred rapidly. New discourses of state and nature emerged along with new possibilities for politics.

---

[7] There is a tension between the strong-state discourses that Bachelet and her administration were deploying in the immediate aftermath of 27F and the fragmented government institutions—including disaster management institutions—that years of neoliberal policies had produced. This tension suggests not that the Bachelet administration had lost touch with reality when they addressed the population with such confidence but that natural disasters are opportunities *par excellence* for re-imagining and re-enacting state and nature.
Day 1.5: State of Catastrophe

At a press conference the day after the disaster, President Bachelet declared the earthquake to be "an emergency without parallel in Chile's history" (Washington Post 2010b). In saying this, she acknowledged the fundamental inability of the government to completely dominate nature. "Despite our achievements, our institutional and economic solidity, and the level of development [we have] attained as a country," she said, referring to the progress of democratization and prosperity, "we will never be able to be fully protected from the ravages of nature" (Radio Cooperativa 2010). But it was not just the Bachelet administration that was reframing the meaning of the disaster and the state. Sebastián Piñera intervened from his position as president-elect, claiming: "This calamity is much deeper, much more damaging and much more serious than we thought" (Televisión Nacional de Chile 2010). Defense Minister Francisco Vidal supported this image of the disaster, strengthening Piñera's position (Diario El Sur 2010). Thirty-six hours after the earthquake, President Bachelet declared a state of catastrophe--a constitutional suspension of civil rights and liberties--in six administrative regions. This legal framework, enlivened by the contest between the sitting president and the president-elect, gave life to a new pairing of imagined state and nature which we call the State of Catastrophe.

In the discourse of the State of Catastrophe, the earthquake and the material deprivation it created, such as a lack of food and water, were imagined to provoke popular chaos. Politicians and the press equated the failure of basic technological services like water, electricity, and international communications with failures of human systems of control. In other words, the earthquake and the damage it caused was imagined as shaking loose the bonds that hold together a fragile society, so that 'real' Hobbesian human nature emerged, violent and destructive. Linking the physical and social disasters, La Tercera proclaimed in a headline that the "impact of the tsunami and looting aggravate[d] the magnitude of tragedy" (La Tercera 2010c). Similarly, the mayor of Concepción characterized the post-disaster situation as a "social revolution" (El Mercurio 2010e). As in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans, images in the press of people procuring food and luxury goods helped to constitute a new class of subjects, 'looters', whose anti-social behavior was taken as evidence for the necessity of new government policies (Tierney, Beve and Kuligowski 2006; Berger 2009; See Figure 3). In this formulation, only the most muscular and violent of government responses--the imposition of martial law, the arbitrary authority of soldiers, and the declaration of curfews--could restore society to normal levels of safety and stability. El Mercurio demanded the use of soldiers, framing it as a popular demand, a "desperate call for security forces to restore order" (El Mercurio 2010f). Nature, it seemed—including both seismological events and human nature—was dangerous and violent, held back only through a powerful and coercive state.

Just as the imagined Managerial State was conditioned and restricted by Chile's historical and material circumstances, so too was the State of Catastrophe. The Chilean constitution has included provisions for suspending rights and ordinary civil governance in times of crisis since its very first iteration in 1833 (Jiménez 1997). After a devastating earthquake in Valparaíso in 1906, the police exercised exceptionally violent discipline, including executing thieves by firing squad (Martland 2009: 74-75). But states of emergencies were elaborated and gained particular political and emotional resonance during the dictatorship of Pinochet. A new national constitution, ratified by the Pinochet regime in 1980, contained four linked but legally distinct states of exception (situaciones de excepción) including the state of catastrophe (to be declared for cases of 'public calamity'). Each of these states was designed to create the legal conditions for the use of military and other exceptional means of violence or threatened violence to control a populace, imagined as unusually restive, disruptive, or dangerous (Ríos 2009). During Pinochet's rule, states of constitutional exception were implemented on a permanent basis to curtail the rights and freedoms of citizens.

While blanket use of state of exception has not been applied to the entire country since Pinochet, the use of policing power in Mapuche territories is an everyday occurrence. Mapuche indigenous communities, long in an antagonistic and racially charged (colonial) relationship with government authorities, were scarcely mentioned in the media and received little government aid, in spite of the damage to these communities (e.g.,
BBC News 2010b). Often imagined as irrational, drunken, lazy and rebellious (and recently as terrorists) in the dominant racist popular imagination, Mapuche are subject to heavy-handed policing tactics that approach martial law (Waldman 2012).^8 If like other indigenous peoples, the Mapuche are often imagined as backwards enemies of modernity and too close to nature (Franco 2006; Terwindt 2009), the earthquake was imagined as having the power to reduce non-indigenous Chileans to the same "condition of mere nature," to quote Hobbes (1994 [1668]). Citizens in affected areas were in fact often imagined by government as out of control, like the Mapuche—even while, paradoxically, they were also imagined as potential victims of their out-of-control neighbors—and thus many non-indigenous citizens were briefly subject to the kinds of state policies directed at the Mapuche. In sum, the practices authorized by the State of Catastrophe borrowed not only from Pinochet era but also from earlier regimes and from contemporary (neo)colonial strategies of government.

Figure 3. In the aftermath of the earthquake, the media circulated images of 'looters' obtaining food and luxury goods. Credit: Dávila, 2010.

The transition from Managerial State to State of Catastrophe was intimately connected to the political transition from Michelle Bachelet to Sebastián Piñera. A state of exception had not been implemented since the dictatorship, and the center-left Bachelet administration sought to avoid imposing one as its final act. Public Works Minister Sergio Bitar publicly fretted that it would look particularly bad for a center-left administration to end with soldiers on the street (La Tercera, 2010f). Meanwhile Piñera called for the current government to declare a State of Catastrophe immediately (La Tercera, 2010b), "This morning we have requested that the government declare state of catastrophe," the president-elect said on national television, "which will deploy all our resources, including our army which will help to restore the order and help the victims" (Televisión Nacional de Chile 2010). His language was significant because it implied personal authority to deploy the army even before his formal inauguration. Piñera thus strengthened his own political position by demanding the state of catastrophe.

The rhetoric and legal framework of the State of Catastrophe permitted the government to mobilize people and resources in extraordinary ways. Under the Managerial State, Bachelet had consulted with the

---

^8 See also Haughney's (2006) work which analyzes the complexity of material and discursive struggles between the Mapuche and the Chilean state.
army, its authority grounded in scientific expertise; under the State of Catastrophe, Bachelet literally empowered the army, its authority grounded now in its role as the embodiment of state violence. Further, two administrative regions, Maule and Bio-Bio, were placed under direct control of the army. In the name of restoring order to a supposedly dangerous population, the army limited freedom of movement to six hours per day (noon-6:00 pm) in Concepción, the second largest city in Chile. Later curfews were also imposed in other smaller cities affected by the disaster. One newspaper's headline emphasized a specific order of events: "Concepción is under the control of the army, 11,850 troops are deployed after violent events" (La Tercera 2010e). Note how soldiers—the literal embodiment of state violence—were seen as the appropriate and expected response to apparent citizen violence. In Santiago, where the disaster caused less damage than in cities located south of the capital, one newspaper stated, "By collective psychosis shops close and [citizens] call for the presence of troops" (La Tercera 2010e). While such headlines reinforced the appropriateness of martial law, they also reflect the power of the State of Catastrophe to mobilize civil society. Citizens in Concepción, for example, not only asked that the army be deployed in the streets but also created ad hoc neighborhood civil patrols for self-defense and to protect property immediately after the earthquake (see for example, Vázquez 2010). When Piñera took power, he maintained the state of catastrophe and also extended it to the O'Higgins administrative region (La Nacion 2010). Under the State of Catastrophe, the most violent kinds of governing strategies and tactics were justified and carried out not only by the army but by the people themselves.9

In addition to its martial aspects, the State of Catastrophe had financial and political material consequences. The official declaration of a state of catastrophe allowed for rapid shifts in budget allocation: Bachelet and then Piñera were able to spend 2% of the public budget to fund disaster response. In addition, with the collapse of the Managerial State discourse, so too collapsed the refusal to accept foreign aid. The extraordinary nature of the State of Catastrophe meant that extraordinary assistance was also required. The decision to accept international assistance, which started to arrive 72 hours after the quake, was imbricated with the enhanced power of the army, since the material aid required the mobilization of the army and other institutions to distribute it (La Tercera 2010d).

In contrast to the Managerial State, which sought to manage nature and believed it to be conquered, the State of Catastrophe saw nature as fundamentally unconquerable. In this imaginary, nature—seismic nature but especially human nature—remains an ever present danger to civilization and an excuse for internal repression. The imagined state and imagined nature remain, in this pairing, mutually constituted: nature as forever threatening to impinge on safe society, and state as the armed savior of that society, defending people from 'natural' disaster and from their own 'naturally' animalistic instincts.

Day 13: State of Reconstruction

As president-elect, Piñera continued to creatively mobilize discourses of the natural disaster and the state. A few days after he drew on the State of Catastrophe to assert himself against Bachelet, Piñera sought to distance his administration from the fatal mistakes that occurred in the first days of reconstruction. "We will not be the government of the earthquake", Piñera announced, "but the government of reconstruction" (BBC News 2010a). In his inaugural address, almost two weeks after 27F, Piñera elaborated the idea of the State of Reconstruction: "We're going to have to deal with adversity, as we have done a thousand times", he said. "That's why we will develop a plan for reconstruction and development and a fund to finance it" (Efe 2010). Reconstruction, then, was not merely a question of repairing what had been broken or the deployment of the military in the streets to protect the population; reconstruction was a financial challenge. Piñera's post-disaster policies were made possible by rendering both nature and state financial through the State of Reconstruction. Of course, Pinera did not invent this approach. The accelerated financialization of urban development is

---

9 As with other forms of 'nature' described here, the imagined Hobbesian human nature was just that: imagined. As in other disasters, spontaneous organizing was common and included both vigilante patrols and mutual aid (Miller 2000; Pulgar Pinaud 2014; Solnit 2009; Remes 2016).
typical of the neoliberal model, though not unique to it (see Rutland 2012), and as others have discussed, so-called natural disasters have been used by many government to fast-track neoliberal policies (Gunewardena and Schuller 2008; Klein 2007; Wisner 2001). Chile was a prototype and proving ground for this approach. After the overthrow of democratically elected president Salvador Allende in 1973, the Pinochet regime invited economists from the University of Chicago (the 'Chicago boys') to restructure the Chilean economy according to the laws of the market. Those who resisted the neoliberal policies were the targets of brutal state violence (Klein 2007).

The discursive starting point for financializing nature and state in the context of 27F was a logic of accounting, and specifically, the translation of the disaster into a single number: US$ 30bn (Dempsey and Robertson 2012; Efe, 2010; New York Times 2010). Although that figure was contested (Ulloa and Cárdenas 2010), it allowed Piñera to argue that "there is no money to meet all the needs the disaster left [behind]" (Diario Financiero 2010).¹⁰ The logics of accounting constituted the state as inadequate to confront the disaster because it lacked the fiscal resources relative to the disaster's absolute cost. This logic and the figure itself also permitted the disaster to be translated into the science of macroeconomics; US$ 30bn was equal to 18% of GDP (Efe 2010). Once the damage was cast in terms of GDP--and therefore as a part of the economy-there were laws of the market which must be obeyed, and which would again reconstitute the meaning of the state. According to Piñera's budget director, "The problem [of the disaster] is greater if we consider the fact that an excessive increase in public spending [to fix the damage] will provoke inflation and affect the peso", which would in turn depress exports and increase unemployment (Diario Financiero 2010). In this macroeconomic formulation the danger posed by the natural disaster is compounded by another hazard: the danger of breaking the 'natural' laws of the market. In the interests of the population, and out of respect for great danger represented by nature in its earthly and economic forms, the state is suited only to remain on the sidelines.

If the natural disaster is too dangerous for the state, then how should reconstruction proceed? Neoliberal ideology posits nature as a sphere of competition in which well-disciplined subject-workers and capitalist firms are best suited to perform (McCarthy and Prudham 2003). In this scenario, companies and markets are ideally positioned to respond to disaster, because according to natural laws of the market, when companies respond to disaster, they build the economy rather than contributing to inflation. Further, the imagined habitat for companies is the dangerous zone of cut-throat competition in which individuals and companies reap the rewards or pay the costs of their decisions. Thus, according to this logic, companies are well suited for the dangers of disaster reconstruction. In fact, for companies, at least for the most competitive ones, the dangers of competitive nature are transformed into opportunity for both efficient reconstruction and profit. In this context the state is positioned as advisor and cheerleader, best suited to designing the policies which will allow the natural market processes to operate and produce optimal solutions.

Since Piñera's neoliberal approach to reconstruction was the most sustained and influential, critical scholars have written a great deal about it. We draw from this literature to describe the kinds of practices that accompanied the cultural logics described above. First, the Chilean government provided concessions and subsidies to private contractors so that 'the market' would have the resources to repair damaged public infrastructure such as roads, hospitals, and schools (Diario Financiero 2010; Letelier Troncoso and Boyco Chioino 2011; Pulgar Pinaud 2013, 2014; Sandoval and Gonzalez-Muzzio 2015; La Tercera 2010g).¹¹ Piñera increased money available for such efforts by dipping into the accumulated wealth of the national copper industry, taking on greater debt from international organizations such as the World Bank, and imposing austerity measures to reduce public spending (Efe 2010). Second, to insure the dynamic functioning of the market, the government loosened labor and environment regulations and liberalized monetary policy (Pulgar Pinaud 2013, 2014; Sandoval and Gonzalez-Muzzio 2015). For example, 27F was used to justify a proposal to

¹⁰ Economists estimated that the infrastructure cost was about US$ 8bn instead of the official number of US $30bn (La Tercera 2011b).
¹¹ For example, the government transferred US$ 626 million to the country's twenty largest real estate companies to build social housing which these companies were then permitted to sell to the survivors of the earthquake (La Tercera 2011c).
reduce the need for competitive bidding and environmental assessments for obtaining government building contracts (Valenzuela and Jimeno 2010). This neoliberal approach, which some have described as disaster capitalism (Sandoval and Gonzalez-Muzzio 2015), permitted private firms to accumulate profits by reconstructing houses with shoddy materials and locating replacement housing on low value land. Working class people living in areas of high land value, especially along the coasts and in the downtown cores of cities, were massively displaced as companies rushed to develop these locations for real estate and tourism (Letelier Troncoso and Boyco Chioino 2011; Pulgar Pinaud 2014).12

In addition to policies that supported the construction and banking sectors, the State of Reconstruction also normalized practices of the retail sector and cultural industries. Between March 5th and 6th a telethon called 'Chile Helps Chile' raised over US$ 90 million for victims of 27F (Emanuel 2014). Hosted by television personality Don Francisco, who initiated celebrity telethons in Chile in 1978, the event featured celebrities, sports stars, politicians, and business people. The telethon was aired on all television and radio stations in the country, and donations poured in from individuals and companies. Prominently displayed Chilean flags, the use of red, white and blue clothing and stage sets, and the presence of Bachelet and Piñera reminded viewers that the cost of the disaster was a national responsibility of all Chileans and obscured the power relations that had spread the impacts of the disaster unevenly across the population. In that way, the telethon was similar to nationalist fundraising campaigns that have long followed disasters around the world (for review of literature on telethons and other kinds of benefit shows, see Driessens, Joye and Biltereyst 2012). In addition to traditional donations, companies also contributed a percentage of profits from sales of designated products. In exchange for their donations and for discounting their products, companies were compensated with millions of dollars in free publicity before and during the telethon. The telethon thus equated disaster reconstruction with consumption, positioned companies and private individuals as responsible for the welfare of the population, and reduced the national executives to almost literal cheerleaders. It therefore embodied and further constituted the State of Reconstruction.

6. Conclusion

The idea that disasters are not natural, posited by radical geographers in the 1970s, is foundational to the political ecology of hazards and continues to be important to this day (O’Keefe et al. 1976; Wisner 1977). This intervention opened a space for analyzing the sociopolitical and institutional processes that are obscured by the imagined naturalness of so-called natural disasters. If we turn to the critical scholarship on the 2010 earthquake and tsunami in Chile, we can also see this approach at work. Rather than attempting to describe 27F as a ‘natural’ event with certain impacts, the critical literature explores sociopolitical and material conditions that left populations vulnerable to the earthquake, e.g., Engel (2016) examines the kinds of social movements and forms of citizenship that emerged in the aftermath, and Letelier Troncoso and Boyco Chioino (2011) and Pulgar Pinaud (2013) explore the political and economic relations between state, NGOs and private sector during reconstruction. Our article contributes to this scholarship by exploring taken for granted meanings that organized post-disaster responses. Specifically, we have examined how politicians and elites justified government action by (re)formulating relations between an imagined state and an imagined nature.

Within only a few weeks of the event, government officials deployed three distinct relations between imagined state and nature to justify three different kinds of responses. Immediately after 27F, the Bachelet administration sought to project an image of the state as in control and able to manage a dangerous but nevertheless manageable nature. This state-nature pairing aimed to justify the expert practices of the government’s disaster response agencies. When it became known that these agencies had failed to predict the tsunami or to recognize the extent of the damage, more conservative elements within the government including the incoming president projected a new relation in which nature was beyond the capacity of the

12 Pre-existing market arrangements also played a crucial role in reinforcing the material and epistemological conditions for the State of Reconstruction. Insurance companies paid out US$ 8.5bn in claims and then raised their rates by an average of 50% (Aon Benfield 2011; see also Smith 2007).
state. This relation justified the use of military force to restore order to the streets of the southern and central parts of the country. After approximately two weeks, the conservative government reframed the situation a third time such that the natural disaster was too complex and costly for the state to handle, but that reconstruction should be left to the efficiency of the business sector and the market. Here we draw two conclusions. First, elites and politicians consistently justified different post-disaster responses by elaborating relationships between imagined state and nature. Second, in spite of the political differences between the center-left Bachelet administration and the right wing Piñera administration, all officials used these relations to leverage top-down, rather than democratic, approaches to governance. While others have noted the hegemony of the assumption that natural disasters are the responsibility of the state (Pantti, Wahl-Jorgensen and Cottle 2012), this article documents how powerfully this framing limits the possibilities for alternative politics; e.g. for enacting grassroots responses to disaster (Pulgar Pinaud 2014).

By examining how 27F was conceptualized at different moments during the post-disaster response, we can also learn about conflicts within the Chilean government at the time. The Bachelet administration's initial response to 27F aimed to manage the disaster through existing agencies, infrastructures and budgets. Her administration tried to prevent the military from being deployed in the streets, and there was no public discussion of the use of debt to finance reconstruction. In other words, this was not going to be an overtly neoliberal response. This is significant because, as we have discussed, in Chile, the violent imposition of neoliberal policies during the 17-year dictatorship left an enduring legacy. Nevertheless, in 2010, even before the massive social mobilizations had transformed Chile's political landscape, neoliberal programs could not be trusted to simply fall into place. On the other hand, the rapidity with which conservative actors were able to capitalize on the errors of the initial response to 27F and to switch the government script reveals the capacity of the new government at the beginning of its mandate. By tracing the meaning-making work of these conservative actors, this article helps to explain how the new administration made neoliberal policies thinkable and implementable in the aftermath of 27F. Further research is required to understand how this initial framing was transformed as it articulated with the claims and practices of social movements that stopped the Piñera administration from achieving many of its objectives.
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